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An existence theory for small amplitude solitary waves with surface tension 
effects included is developed for large values of the surface tension parameter 
(fi > f). Using ideas of Beale, the Nash-Moser implicit function theorem is applied 
to justify the well-known approximation of Korteweg and devries. Some of the 
recent results of Am&and Kirchgissner are thereby achieved more directly and 
additional insight obtained for the open case fi < 4. 0 1991 Acaiemic Press, Inc. 
1. INTROOUCTM~N 
Solitary waves, first observed by f&n Scott-Russell more than 150 years 
ago, are a nonlinear phenomenon of considerable theoretical and practical 
interest. A solitary wave is a long wave which travels without change of 
form at a constant speed, in which the steepening effects of nonlinearity are 
balanced by dispersion. 
It was roughly 40 years after Scott-Russell’s initial observation before 
Boussinesq [7] gave an approximation scheme leading to a model equa- 
tion for the solitary wave. About 20 years later, Korteweg and deVries [9] 
derived another model equation using similar hypotheses. 
Rigorous justification of these approximations to solitary waves had to 
await the work of Lavrentiev [lo], who found the solitary wave as the 
limit of periodic progressing waves as the period increased to infinity. 
Lavrentiev ignored surface tension effects. Later Friedrichs and Hyers [S] 
gave a direct proof of the existence of solitary waves in the absence of sur- 
face tension. Beale [4] modified the Friedrichs-Hyers approach to give a 
somewhat simpler proof and to establish the smooth dependence of the 
solution on the wave speed. More recent studies consider larger amplitudes 
using global bifurcation theory [2]. 
Adding surface tension introduces higher-order derivatives into the 
boundary conditions. While the approximate theory of Korteweg and 
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deVries allowed for surface tension, it was only recently that Amick and 
Kirchgassner [ 1 ] supplied a rigorous existence theory for small amplitude 
solitary waves when the dimensionless urface tension parameter is large 
(j3 > 4 below). They also prove a reduction result for B-C f, but are unable 
to deduce the desired existence result from it. Very recently, Beale [6] has 
derived a result for /? < f, in which solutions similar to solitary waves have 
been found, but the existence of “true” solitary waves remains open. 
In this paper, the techniques of Beale [4] are applied to the problem of 
solitary waves with surface tension. The case B > f permits a relatively 
straightforward existence result while /? < 3 again proves intractible. In 
addition to providing a somewhat simpler existence theory, the present 
approach sheds additional light on the difficulties associated to the physi- 
cally relevant case /? < i. Many of the key steps in the analysis are adapted 
from the paper of Beale [S] on periodic progressing waves with surface 
tension in the case /I < f. 
The above discussion of the literature is by no means exhaustive. The 
interested reader is referred to the book by Stoker [13] and the article by 
Wehausen and Laitone [14] for the older literature and to the various 
papers cited above for more recent work. 
The main technical tool used in our analysis is the Nash-Moser Implicit 
Function Theorem. This result enables one to adopt the viewpoint that the 
approximate solution constructed by KortewegdeVries is a solution to the 
problem p(:(e,, 0) = 0, while the solitary waves sought solve &0, E) = 0 for 
E > 0 but small. Because the problem at E = 0 is degenerate, corresponding 
to waves whose wave number tends to 0, the usual implicit function 
theorem may be difficult to apply. As will be seen, the Nash-Moser 
technique handles this difficulty quite readily. 
2. FORMULATION AND STATEMENTOF RESULTS 
The original physical formulation of the problem considered is the steady 
irrotational flow of an ideal fluid in two dimensions with a flat bottom and 
a free upper surface. Using the velocity c and height h of the flow at infinity 
to scale, the dimensionless equations for the velocity potential 4 in a frame 
where the wave is fixed are 
4xX+4,=0 in O<y<rj(x) 
#y=O at y=O 
4XV*-4y=0 at Y=V(X) 
(1) 
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along with asymptotic conditions V# + (1, 0), q --t 1 as 1x1 + co. Here g is 
the gravitational constant and T is the coefficient of surface tension. To 
remove the difficulties of the unknown domain in (l), a well-known change 
of variables is convenient (cf. [ll, 13, 5, l] among others). First view +4 as 
the real part of the complex potential d + i$ and then consider z = x + iy 
as a function of 4 + ilc/. Finally, writing the complex velocity w = u - io as 
an exponential w = ehi(” + “‘) leads to the formulation: 
8’ + iA’ analytic in +4 - ill/ on Iw x (0, 1) 
et=0 at Il/=O 
e2”‘1> +g$ e-“’ sin(&) - -& (Q”‘), = 0 at $=l. 
(2) 
The last equation comes from Bernoulli’s law after differentiating in 4 
along t+G = 1 and may be rewritten using the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
and a suitable multiplication in the more usual form, 
Also the velocity condition at cc becomes 
8’ + i;l’ -+ 0 as Ml- +CO. 
Noting that w = e ~ ice’ f ii.‘) is never 0 implies that if one solves (2) then the 
original problem (1) has been solved as well, since w = (d/&)(4 + i+) non- 
vanishing proves the invertibility of the map z + 4 + i$. It is also (unfor- 
tunately) customary to now call 4 + i@ by a new name, namely x + iy. This 
will be done following the introduction of a scaling for small amplitude 
long waves. 
Introduce a small parameter E by writing the dimensionless parameter 
g/r/c2 as an exponential and suppose gh/c2 is close to 1, 
gh --tlE 
2=e 
for a constant LY described below. (3) 
Also let fi denote T/c2h. Now define new variables as follows (recall that x, 
y no longer have their original physical meaning): 
x = c2qb, y=*, ecE-3/2ef 3 A=&-‘A’. (4) 
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The resealed version of the water wave problem is now 
e,= -A,, Ee,=;ly in iwx(O,l) 
e=o at y=O 
e sinpe) 
Y E3,2 exp( - tls - 3~1) + EB exp( - d)(e, - &exe,) (5) 
= 0 at y=l 
&d-,0 as 1x1 + co. 
Solving the first of the Cathy-Riemann equations and using the boundary 
condition at x = - co, one may view ,l as a function of 8, 
44 VI= -Jx e,(i, Y) 4. 
--co 
In this way, (5) contains an integrerential boundary condition along 
y= 1. 
At E = 0, one may analyze the possible solutions of (5), which reduces to 
e,= -A,, A,=O in Rx(O,l) 
e=o at y=O 
e,-e=o at y=l 
e,ho at IxI+co. 
(7) 
This is a degenerate problem, since one readily finds that the most general 
solution is 
2 = 1’O’( x), e = - nqx) y x (8) 
for any function 1”‘(x) decaying to 0 as (xl + co. 
One may perform a higher-order perturbation analysis to resolve the 
form of J(‘)(x) or equivalently consider a regularized set of equations. The 
latter course allows for a rigorous analysis, which is precisely the present 
purpose. Thus following Beale [4, 51, the system (7) is regarded as a 
defining on operator equation F’(& E) = 0 on an appropriate scale of 
function spaces, where 1 is veiwed as given from 8 via the integration (6). 
If the conditions 6 = 0 at y = 0 and 0 + 0 as 1x1 --t cc are built into the 
function space, one is left with two equations for 8, 
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F’(8, E) = Etl,, + 8, = 0 in Rx(O,l) 
F’(8, E) = 0, - 
sin(.53’20) 
E3,2 exp( - a.5 - 3~12) (9) 
+ EB exp( - 4) . (8,, - ~8~8,) = 0 at y=l. 
The mapping (6, E) H F(8, E) = (F’, F’) has, as we have seen above, a null 
space at E = 0 consisting of all functions 0(x, y) linear in y. The linear map- 
@a&g P: 0 H 0(x, 1) y projects onto this null space. The range of F( ., 0) 
corrsists of all pairs (0,(x, y), 8, - 81,,= r). A direct calculation verifies that 
&e wojection Q: (g, h) I+ (0, h - j,?, g . y dy) annihilates the range of F( ., 0). 
II@I the projection Q, a regularized operator F may now be defined as 
fcdlom: 
F(e, &) = { 
E-‘QF(& E) + (I- Q, F(R E), &>O 
QF,(R 0) + U- Q, F(4 01, E = 0. (10) 
For E > 0, fi0, a) =O if and only if F(8, E) = 0, but F adds another condi- 
tion at &=O which resolves the earlier problem. Using (I- Q) F(e, 0) = 0 to 
deduce that 0 muat be linear in y and therefore writing 0(x, y) = -Jjl(x) y, 
the condition QFe[fI, 0) = 0 becomes the following ordinary differential 
equation: 
[-a - 3L’O’(x)] AC)(x) + (p - l/3)( -AZ\) = 0. (11) 
This is just the Korteweg-deVries [9] approximation to the solitary wave 
if the exponentially decaying solution to (11) is chosen. Integrating twice 
and using L(O), ALo) -+O as 1x1 + + co, one finds the first-order nonlinear 
equation: 
f [n(O’(x)12 +; [n(O’(x)13 +; (p - 1/3)[njp’(x)]2 = 0. (12) 
From (12) one may draw several important conclusions about the 
approximate solution, most importantly that its nature changes as /I 
crosses the value f. For /I > 4, a must be negative (i.e., c2 c gh) and the 
effect of A(O) is to depress the free surface from the constant level; for /I < 5, 
a must be positive and c2 > gh, as it is in the case of /I = 0. The choice of 
a may now be made to simplify the form of L(O). For /I > f, Amick and 
Kirchgassner [l] prove that there are no small solitary waves for a > 0 to 
the full problem using the flow force invariant. 




--dlc with a = - (~3 - f). (13) 
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With this choice the unique solution of (12) decaying exponentially as 
1x1 + + co and symmetric about x = 0 is given by 
I(” = (j? - 4) sech’(x/2) 
I~‘~‘(x, y) = -1(e)(x) y = (/? - f) sech*(x/2) tanh(x/2) y. 
(14) 
This approximation solution holds for all values p # 3 but can only be 
justified as yet for the case p > f. By “justified” we mean that one may 
prove for E 2 0 sufficiently small that the equation F(f?, E) = 0 has a unique 
family of solutions O(E) with 0(O) = 0 . (‘) The technical difficulties for the 
case p < 4 have been nqted by Beale [S] and Amick and Kirchghsner [ 11, 
and will be discussed further at the end of this paper. 
Note that #‘)(x, v) above has the following properties: 
(i) e(o) is odd in x 
(ii) 0(O) decays like e-Ix’ as 1x1 --) 00 
(iii) e(o) is analytic in x for (Im xl < 72. 
One may incorporate these properties into a Banach space norm and 
attempt to apply the implicit function theorem to deduce similar properties 
for solutions with E > 0. 
In the absence of surface tension, this approach was carried out by 
Friedrichs and Hyers [8]. Because of the degeneracy in the scaled 
Laplacian at E = 0, the argument needed some careful estimates and a side 
condition. Beale [4] reformulated the Friedrichs-Hyers proof in a scale of 
Banach spaces and used the Nash-Moser implicit function theorem, as 
formulated by Zehnder [ 151, to overcome the degeneracy at E = 0. 
In the remainder of this paper, a similar approach is carried out for 
surface tension parameter fi > 4. The ideas of Beale [4,5] are shown to 
provide a fairly direct proof, using the Nash-Moser implicit function 
theorem, of the following result: 
THEOREM. Let j? > 3 be fixed. For E 2 0 sufficiently small, there is a 
unique smooth one-parameter family of solutions e(e) with F(e(&), E) = 0, e(e) 
odd in x, analytic in x, and decaying exponentially as 1x1 + + 00, with 
e(&)+e(o)=e(O) as ~-+o+. 
A more precise statement, specifying the actual spaces in which the itera- 
tion is carried out, appears in the next section. Note that the long-wave 
scaling presupposes E> 0 while the sign of a in (3) was determined by the 
KdV approximation (12). Consequently E < 0 need not be considered. 
Amick and Kirchgtissner [ 1 ] prove essentially the same result by a dif- 
ferent method. They also obtain additional results. Their approach begins 
with a general reduction method which is similar in spirit to the center- 
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manifold reduction in ODE theory, (see also [3] for another application 
of this technique). This pertains to a more general class of solutions than 
those described above and it is only later that decay conditions are 
imposed to find solitary waves. In fact, they consider functions with 
exponential growth and so the reduction theory requires considerable 
technical dexterity. They also prove that small solitary waves are unique 
and symmetric and derive a global bifurcation result. The present approach 
is essentially a Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure and begins by seeking small 
amplitude, long waves. It is therefore a less comprehensive theory. 
However, this defect has the compensating effect of permitting an approach 
which is possibly more direct and which concentrates the technical dif- 
ficulties in one part of the argument. The exponential decay is built in to 
the spaces below since we are concerned with solitary waves, but one might 
also consider the periodic solutions to the bifurcation equation (11) above. 
For /I < f, this was done by Beale [S] on a set which avoids the resonances 
of that problem. A similar but simpler analysis could certainly be done in 
the present case as well. 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLITARY WAVES 
In this section, a more precise version of the existence theorem described 
above will be formulated and then proved. This requires defining several 
scales of Banach spaces incorporating the properties of the approximate 
solitary wave solution 8”‘(x, y) as described previously. 
Let X,,, 0 < ~7 < 1, denote the Banach spaces of complex-valued functions 
U(X) which are continuous on the complex strip IIm XI <3a, analytic for 
[Im XI < 3a, and finite in the norm 
II&, := ,,,s~P+ (exp(i IRe 4). I44 ). 
The subspace X,, c X, consist of all u E X, such that ux, u,, also belong 
to X,,, with the obvious norm. 
In a similar manner, let Y,, 0 < CJ < 1, denote the Banach spaces of com- 
plex-valued functions u(x, y) which are continuous on the domain 
JImx~~3a,O~y~1,witho(~,y)~X,forallO<y~1andnorm: 
ll4l Y, := SUP IId*, YNX,. 
O<YCl 
The subspaces Y,, c Y, consist of all u E Y, such that ~?j, 8: u for j + k < 2 
is continuous on IIm xl < 30, 0 < y < 1 with finite Y,-norm. When the 
context is clear, the norms in X,, Y, will be denoted by 11. II0. 
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Recalling the form of the equation p(0, E) = 0 given previously, F will be 
viewed as a mapping from a subspace of Y,,, x Iw to a subspace of Y, x X,,. 
These spaces, denoted by W, and Z,, respectively, are defined as 
follows: 
W,, c Ya,* consists of all functions 8 E Y,,, such that 0( ., 0) = 0, 8 is real 
valued for x real, and 0 is an odd function of x. Similarly Z, c Y, x X0 
consists of all functions z = (z,, z2) E Y,, x X, such that zl, z2 are real- 
valued for x real and zi, z2 are odd functions of x. Note that the solution 
B”‘(x, y) computed previously for E = 0 belongs to W, for all 0 < c < 1. 
Also the projection P, Q defined previously are projections on W,, Z,, 
respectively. 
From Cauchy estimates for x-derivatives, it follows that for any u E X0 
and any (T’ < cr, ~~uEX~, with the estimate 
and similarly in Y,. This allows one to obtain the needed estimates below 
for all E>O by changing the index 0 to recover bounds on x-derivatives 
despite the degeneracy of the scaled Laplacian. 
Moreover, viewing I as given from 0 via the linear mapping (6) above, 
namely 
4x, Y) = -JX qi, Y) 4 
-m 
shows that I is in Y, if 6’ E Yo,*, and the mapping is bounded. In particular, 
A( . , 1) belongs to X, and is even in x and real-valued for x real. The mapping 
8 H J(x, 1) shall be denoted by /i( 0). 
Given this, one finds immediately that F(‘(e, E) given by (10) above is in 
fact a C” mapping from W, x R to Z, for 0 < 0 < 1. In order to show the 
existence of solutions for E > 0, the following version of the Nash-Moser 
implicit function theorem [ 151 will be applied: 
IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM. (i) Let ( W,} and {Z,} be families of 
Banach spaces, 0 < o < 1, with the property that, for CT’ < or W,# 2 W, and 
IIBII., < 11811,, tie W,, and similarly for Z,. Suppose that for each CT, H is 
defined as a map H: WOxR-+Z,, commuting with the inclusions. Suppose 
H(8’, 0) = 0 for some 8’ E W, . Now, for each O, let 
where r and E, are positive constants. Assume that for each a, H: V,, + Z, 
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is C2 and the derivatives of H of order less than or equal to 2 are bounded 
in norm on V, independent of a; i.e., 
IIHodt &NV, w)ll zc GM lbll w, IIWII w, 
for (4 &)E V,, v, wE Z,, and some M> 0, the other derivatives having 
similar properties. Finally, we assume the existence of a unbounded right 
inverse for H, on V, : for each o and (0, E) E V,, there is for every o’ < o a 
bounded linear map R(8, E): Z, --) W, such that, for ail z E Z,, 
H,(k), E) R(0, E)Z = z in Z,., 
and 
where /? is constant. Then, for E > 0 sufficiently small, there is a solution O(E) 
in WI,* of H(8, E) = 0 such that (e(e), E) E Vl,2. 
(ii) Assume in addition that R(8, E) is a left inverse for He(8, E), in the 
sense that, for all o’ < (T, (0, E) E V,,, and w E V,, 
R(8, E) H,(8, E)W = w in W,.. 
Also assume that the inclusion of W, in W,, is injective. Then there is some 
rl such that for each E sufficiently small and each o < 5, the equation 
H(t3, E) = 0 has exactly one solution e(E) satisfying 110(E) - 8’11, c rl. 
Moreover, 
lie(E) - w)i~ woe, IE--‘I 
for some C, and any o < f. 
This will prove the following existence theorem: 
THEOREM. Let fl I=- f be fixed. For all E > 0 sufficiently small, there is a 
smooth one-parameter family of solutions tI(e)E Wllz to F(t?, E) = 0 with 
e(o) = e(O). 
ProoJ: The proof of the theorem, except for the smoothness in E, will 
follow once the hypotheses of the implicit function theorem are verified. All 
of these are immediate except for the existence of the unbounded inverse R 
for pO. This will be verified in two steps: First at E = 0 for 0 near @“) and 
then for s>O suffkiently small and 8 near e(O). Recall that at s=O the 
Laplacian becomes degenerate. This is why the argument is different there 
and why the Nash-Moser technique is used. 
5OS/W/l-4 
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Step 1. Invertibility at E = 0. 
Using the projection P and Q onto the null space and cokernel of 
F( ., 0), one may view the linearized operator pO(O, 0) as a 2 x 2 matrix of 
operators. It will be shown that this matrix has an unbounded right inverse 
by looking at its components. 
More precisely, writing w = Pw + (I- P) w = wi + w2 and z = 
QZ I- (I- Q)z = zI + z2, we regard the equation FO(O, E) w = z as a 2 x 2 
system in terms of wl, w2 and z, , z2, written as column vectors. The matrix 
version of the above equation is 
where A=QoF~(~,E)oP, B=Qo~~(~,E)o(Z-P), C=(Z-Q)opO(O,E)oP, 
D = (I- Q, 0 &(& E)O (I- P). 
Since F(B, 0) is linear in 0, F,(B, 0) w = F(w, 0) and therefore ((I- Q) 0 
F,(e, 0) o P) w = 0, recalling that 4&O) = QF,(e, 0) + (I- Q) F(8,O). 
Therefore it will suffice to consider the “diagonal” elements Q 0 FO(O, 0) 0 P 
and (I- Q) oFO(@, 0) 0 (Z-P) in order to complete this part of the proof. 
Now (Q 0 F@(e, 0) 0 P) w = Qz is nothing more than the linearized form 
of the ODE (11). Regarding PW,, as a subspace of XC,2, it is a 
straightforward result in ODE theory to verify the following result: 
LEMMA 1. Q 0 F@( 8, E) 0 P: P W, -+ QZ, has a bounded inverse. 
This immediately implies: 
COROLLARY 2. Q o FO(O, E) o P: P W, + QZ, has a bounded inverse for 
(e, E) sufficiently close to (e(o), 0). 
Proof of Lemma 1 (See [8, Lemma 7.1; 4, Lemma 1 I). 
The linearized equation to be solved is 
(QJ’C,e(e’O’~ ) Pw(x, y) = (Qz)(x, Y) = (0, h(x)). 
Writing Pw(x, y) = W(x) y so that FJ8’ 0 ), 0) Pw(x, y) 
= ( wxxw, Y, ( --CI - n(o)(~)) W(X) - e(ok 1). (4 W(X)) + mw)) 
one has 
+aw(x)+3P)(~) ~(~)+38(0)(~, I) 
jx W(Wy+(P-f) WAX = -h(x)- 
-cc 
(15) 
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In terms of V(x) = j500 W(c) d[, the equation can be integrated once, after 
observing that h is odd in x and can therefore be integrated to give an even 
function in X, i . 
The equation for V(x) reads 
crV’+3A’“‘V+(~-f)V,= rx -h(<)dc=g(x). (16) 
One homogeneous olution is V= A:‘, which violates the symmetry in W,; 
the other solution, found by variation of constants, must grow exponen- 
tially as 1x1 -+ + 00. Thus one may write down the Green’s function and 
observe that it is analytic in x. This essentially completes the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
To complete Step 1, consider the other diagonal element: D z 
(I- Q) 0 FO(O, O)o (Z-P). From the linearity of F(B, 0), inverting this is 
equivalent to solving 
U- Q)oFtw, O)o(I- P)w = (I- Q)k, h) for WE W,. 
This is the x-independent problem: 
wyy=g in Rx(O,l) 
w=o at y=O (17) 
w=o at y=l 
which may be solved immediately and yields W, w,, wyy E Y, with real 
values for real x and w an odd function of x. To estimate x-derivatives, use 
Cauchy estimates. Thus the various other derivatives of order ~2 are 
obtained in Y,,, for (T’ < cr. This show that for E = 0, 0 near 6(O), the operator 
FO(O, 0) has an unbounded right inverse in the desired sense. This inverse 
is also a left inverse since there are no nontrivial solutions to the equation 
&(e, ojw = 0. 
Note that (17) is a degenerate problem since the x-dependence has been 
scaled away at E = 0. This is why the Nash-Moser technique is used. 
Step 2. Invertibility for E >O. To demonstrate the solvability of the 
system 
(18) 
it will be shown that an approximate solution @ exists with the composite 
map z H fi I+ p@(e, E)@ an invertible linear map on Z,. + will be estimated 
in W,. for all (r’ < e so that an inverse R(B, E): Z, --) W,. will exist for pO(O, E) 
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in the desired sense, simply by inverting the linear map on Z, and using 
2 H 69. 
The approximate solution 3 to (18) will be constructed based on the 
splitting Z, = QZ,@ (I- Q)Z,. Equation (18) may be written as 
E-‘QF,(O,E)W+(Z-Q)F,(~,E)w=Q~+(Z-Q)~=~,+~~. 
The approximate solution GJ = w1 + w2 is defined as 
w,=(Q&d’-lz,, 
w2 solves the system 
EWXX + w, = g2 for O<y<l 
wy-w-#w,,=h2 along y = 1 (19) 
w=o along y =O, 
where (g2, h2) = z2. 
It will now be shown that the composite linear mapping 
(zi, z2) H G H pO(O, e)@ = 5, + z”* has the form of a 2 x 2 matrix: 
where lW1211 G C, IIM~~I( G EC. 
This shows the invertibility of this mapping for E > 0 sufficiently small. 
From Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, w, is well delined. Since pB w, = 
Q~owl+(ZO-Q)F,w,=z,+r,, the residual r, is given by the expression 
rl = (.5wlxx, $8~ lxxly=l). Thus llr,ll~<Cc IIw~)(~,~<CE 11~~11~ for some 
constant C. 
Regarding’ w2, two points must be established. The first concerns the 
nature of the linear mapping z2 H w2 and the second is to estimate the 
residual in l”,(ti, E) w2. The results concerning w2 are summarized in the 
following lemma, whose proof is postponed until the end of this section. 
LEMMA 3. For each z2 E QZ,, and 8 - I#‘), E > 0 sufficiently small there 
is a unique w2 solving (19) with the following estimates for some constants 
Cj independent of E, z2, and 0: 
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(VI Ik~Wd., l)ll, G c, llz2lla 
(vi) Ilw211 rv,,z GCd0 - o’)F3 IIz2110. 
Assuming Lemma 3 for the moment, define the residual r2 as 
F@(e, E) w2 = z2 + r2. Since the linear problem for w2 incorporates the scaled 
Laplacian, (I- Q)r2 = 0. A direct calculation shows that r2 = (0, p2) with 
p2 given explicitly as 
p2(x) = s-‘[exp(c( /I - f- 3/1(8)(x))) COS(E~‘~~) - l] w2(x, 1) 
- WW,)(X)~ sin$;re) .exp(.s( fl- f - 3/1(8)(x))) 
- /?(e-e”(e)‘x)- 1). wzXX(x, 1) 
+Be- E~(@(x)(E~~~(x, 1) e,lx, 1) + EW~~(X, 1) e,(x, i 1. 
To estimate r2 in Z, in terms of z2, use the estimates from Lemma 3 to 
obtain the various terms in w2 expressed in terms of z2, along with 
estimates for A0 as discussed previously. Note that for products it is 
usually enough to verify analyticity and boundedness of one factor in order 
to show the product belongs to Z,. Thus we obtain 
Ilr2110 4 G lb211a. (20) 
This shows that for E > 0 and (18 - #“)(I ~ sufficiently small, pO(t?, E) has 
an unbounded inverse R(& E) with the desired properties as a map from 
Z, --* W,,. Applying the implicit function stated above, the existence is now 
proven, except for the proof of Lemma 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3. The linear, constant coefficient problem 
EWXX +wyy = g,, O<y<l 
wy - w + ejlw, = h,, along y = 1 
w = 0, along y =0 
may be analyzed by various transforms or by separation of variables. The 
condition Q(g2, h2) = 0 is essential for the solvability of this problem with 
good estimates. In terms of separation of variables, it is convenient to 
rewrite the upper boundary condition as 
w,-w-h, = h,(x) - Bgz(x, 1) along y = 1. 
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The corresponding x-independent eigenvalue problem 
4, = -M O<y<l 
d,-d-&Y=0 at y=l (21) 
fj=o at y=O 
is simple to analyze. In addition to the solution do(y) = y corresponding to 
I = 0, there are eigenfunctions &( y ) = ck sin(v, y ), where kn < vk < 
(k+l)n satisfies vc0t~+~=1-/?v*, with eigenvalues A= v:. For /3 > f , 
there are no negative eigenvalues ince with A= -p*, p must satisfy the 
equation p coth p = 1 + BP’, which has no solution provided a > 4. The 
eigenvalue problem (21) will be shown to be self-adjoint relative to a 
slightly nonstandard bilinear pairing introduced by Beale [S]. This pairing 
when restricted to the complement of &, is equivalent o the L* norm. Then 
separation of variables will yield the desired estimates. 
To be more precise, define an operator L on L*(O, 1) x R! as 
L(4? 4)= (4yy? 8-‘~4,-4)I,=1) 
with domain D(L)= { (4, q): ~EH~(O, l), d(l)= q, d(O)=O}. L is closed 
and densely defined, and it is easy to see that L(#k, 4,Jl))= 
-vlf(dk, dk( 1)). Moreover, these functions are orthogonal relative to the 
pairing 
In fact, L is symmetric with respect o ( , ) since 
(UC4 41, ($3 PI> = j; 4y.d dY-BP(P~‘(~,(l)-~(l))) 
for all elements (4, q), ($, p) E D(L). 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that (L(d, q), (4, q)) < 0 
unless 4 = c&,(y) = cy. The paring ( , ), restricted to the sub- 
space Vc L*(O, 1) x R’ consisting of all elements (4, q) such that 
((4,4)9 (Y, 1)) =o, is definite. In fact, since O=jA 4. y dy-/?.q, this 
implies 
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SO 
Since j? > f, this shows that for all such pairs (4, q), there is a constant 
c>O such that ((4, q), t&q)) 2cCjAd2 dy+q21. 
Now L restricted to V’ is densely defined since V is invariant under L. To 
show that Wkp 4kWHk=1,2,... f orm a basis for V, it is enough to check 
that for some CJ > 0, (L - 0) - ’ exists and is compact on V. This is 
immediate from Sturm-Liouville theory. 
Using the basis {$k}, the solution w of (19) may be written as 
w(x, y) = f W,(x). #k( y) in L’(O, 1) for each x fixed, 
k=l 
where the COnstantS ck in the expression for 4k are chosen so that 
((4k> bk(l)), (4k, dk(l))) = l. 
Clearly ($k( y)( < M, Ibk( I)[ < M/k for some Constant M. Thus all that is 
required are estimates on the coefficient Wk. Using the pairing ( , ) on 
the system 
Ew,,+wy= g,, O<y<l 
w,-w-Bwyy=h2-Bg2 at y=l 
one obtains the single equation 
EWkxx(X) + (-$, wk(x) = Hk(X), (22) 
where H&x)= ((g2, /~,-/?g~,~=~), (dktik(l))). Note that Hk(x) inherits 
the analyticity, real-valuedness for x real, and exponential decay from the 
right-hand side of the system. Solving the ODE for w,(x) is simple and 
provides the following estimates assuming z2 E (I- Q)Z, : 
For E sufficiently small (E < 4~:) is sufficient), 
Wk(‘)EX, with IIW&<Ck-2 IIffkjlo. 
Summing over k yields w E Y, with 
6) Il~(~~~)ll~~ C ll~211~. 
Noting as well that l$k(f)l < C.k-’ the series for wX( ., 1) may be 
summed to yield 
(ii) ll~“~w~(., lNl,G C Ib211a. 
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To obtain an estimate for wY( ‘, 1 ), one may view w as solving a boundary- 
value problem 
EWXX + wyy = g2 > O<y<l 
w=o at y=O (23) 
w=f at y=l, 
where f = w( ., 1) E X0 with estimate (ii) above holding. From this, an 
integral formula for wv( ., 1) or equivalently the Fourier transform tiJk, 1) 
yields an estimate 
(iii) II~~J-, l)ll,<c lIz211~. 
This implies two additional estimates, one by integration and the other 
using the boundary condition on w2 at y = 1: 
(iv) II(~w2Mo~C Ib211a 
(v) IIEW2XX(.? l)ll,G c IlZ2ll~. 
Finally to estimate derivatives for all (x, y), use Cauchy estimates. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Remark. When /I < i, the eigenvalue problem (21) has one negative 
eigenvalue. Since the linear operator in (21) is precisely the x-independent 
version of the linearized operator for the full problem about 8=0, in the 
case /I c 4 one is trying to establish bifurcation from a point embedded in 
the continuous spectrum rather than from the bottom of it, as in the case 
/? > 4. The presence of a negative eigenvalue introduces oscillations into the 
x-dependence and complicates an exact analysis. Very recently, Beale [6] 
has given such an analysis. 
5. SMOOTHNESS OF THE SOLUTION BRANCH 
Finally, the smoothness of 0(s) in E is deduced by a relatively straight- 
forward bootstrap argument. First a few preliminary results are needed. 
LEMMA 4. FO(fI, E) has no null vectors for E > 0 and tI - 13(‘), E sufficiently 
small. Hence R(8,. E) is an unbounded two-sided inverse of pO(O, E). 
Proof (cf. [4]). It is enough to check this for FO(O, E) owing to the 
definition of z To prove that the only solution to Fe(B, E)W = 0 is w = 0, 
one may show that the adjoint problem Fz(8, E) = g is solvable for a large 
class of g and then use (g, w) = (F,*(&e)v, w) = (v, Few)=0 for a 
suitable pairing to show w ~0. The adjoint problem is formulated by 
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manipulating the boundary condition on y = 1. Since the mapping 
0 H (A@(x) = -jr, 0,,(& 1) dl has formal adjoint (.4*0)(x) = 
- jz O” 13,(t;, 1) d<, the various terms in the null boundary conditions for 
Fe(8, E)U lead to corresponding expressions for an adjoint condition when 
the condition 
o = w _ sin(s3’*0) 
Y E3,2 exp( --a~ - 3c(A0)). (-3~(Aw)) 
- .?p exp( --E .ns)) . (e,, - &e,ey). (AVV) 
- asp exp( - de)(e,) wy 
- co@/*e) exp( --CL& - 3delW 
+ EP exp( -~ne)[w,, - &eyW,] (24) 
is written as A(w,) + Bw = 0, with A, B operators and Aw expressed as 
integral operator acting on w,. Then A is invertible for E > 0, 8 near eco) 
and w, + (A - ‘B) w = 0 has formal adjoint 
u,+(A-‘B)* u=O. (25) 
This leads to an operator F,*(tI, E) which is very similar to FO(O, E) in form 
and which has a similar approximate problem. Following the procedure 
above, one may establish the invertibility of F,*(t?, E) on a suitable scale of 
spaces just as was done for Fe(B, E). This in turn establishes the desired 
result: FO(O, E) w = 0 implies w = 0 for E > 0. The case E = 0 was already 
established earlier. 
More precisely, to prove that FB(8, E) w = 0 implies w = 0, we shall con- 
sider the formal adjoint F,*(B, E) such that solving F,*(B, E)U= (g*, 0) for a 
large class of g* will imply I?, j: g*w dy dx = 0 for all such g*, hence 
w = 0. To do this, the explicit form (25) of the homogeneous condition on 
y = 1 must be computed. Write (24) as 
where the operators T,, T, are given by 
(26) 
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and the functionsfi are given explicitly by 
.fl(R El = 
3 sin(.s3’28) 
p exp(-as-3&/i(0))-s/3(0,,-sO,By)exp(-s/1(e)) 
f2ut 4= be, ew( -ww 
f3(e, E) = c0s(.53/2e) exp( - C(E - 3&A(e)) 
h(e, 4 = m, exp(-Me)) 
f5(e, E) = -tg3 exp( -d(e)). 
(27) 
It follows that (25) becomes 
w,-(z-ET,-&2T2)-1 (f3w+f~w,+f~w,)=o. 
This leads to the adjoint operator r;k*(& E)U given by 
F:(e, E)U := (ED,, + uyy’uy - (f3 + 8, .f4 + 8; .fs)(Z- ET: -EAT;)-’ u) 
(28) 
with the latter evaluated along y = 1. Note that T: = T, while (T:+)(x) = 
lx” &#-l(l) $(5) 4 
To show the solvability of F2(8, E)U = (g*, 0), a variant of the earlier 
argument showing the solvability of F&e, E)W = (g, h) may be used. At 
E=o, Fe*(e,o)u=(u,, uY - U) = Fe(e, E)U. The degeneracy is resolved using 
Q to define p$(e, E)U in analogy to FO(e, E), namely, 
1 
eY4 E)U + (z-e) Fe*(e, E)U, &>O 
Qye, + = E (29) 
QJ'&(QON + V- Q, Fe*(4 Oh E = 0. 
Now the use of P and Q to write FzQ0, E) as a 2 x 2 matrix of operators 
yields an ODE for (Q 0 Fz(e,O) 0 P)u = Qg*. A simple computation reveals 
this equation for F’(x) = u(x, 1) at (e(O), 0) to be 
= I l g*ydy=h*(x). 0 
Differentiating with respect o x yields an ODE for I’, = U, 
(30) 
UU + 31”‘U + ( fl - 4) U,, = h,*, (31) 
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recallling A:)(X) = -8(‘)(x). This suggests the following choice of function 
spaces A’*, Y* and Y$: 
X* is the Banach space of all real-valued C’ functions u: R --f R which 
are finite in the norm I( (IX. given by 
IbII,* := SUP exp(a IxI)(I~~~ + 1~1); 
XER 
Y* is the Banach space of all functions v(x, y) such that V( ., y) E X’ 
for 0 < y < 1 with norm )I 11 Y* given by 
IId.,-Ill Y* := sup IId. Y)llx*. 
O<y<l 
Y: is the Banach space of all functions u(x, y) such that 8; a,ku E Y* 
forj+k<2. 
With these spaces, one shows that (30) has a unique odd solution in Y,* 
and that given g* E y*, there is a unique weak solution to Fz(0, E)V = g* 
which is odd and belongs to Y:. 
LEMMA 5. The inverse map R(8, E) is indefinitely differentiable in E and 
0 for 0 d E < &o in the following precise sense: 
For any CJ’ < o, the mapping (0, E) H R(8, E) E L(Z,; Y,,,,) is C”, where 
L(A, B) denotes the Banach space of bounded linear maps from A to B. 
Proof: R was constructed using w1 and w2 along with the inverse of the 
mapping z H w1 + w2 H FO(O, E)(w~ + wz). The mapping z, H w1 is smooth 
since it is the classical inverse of a smooth invertible map. For the other 
component, z2 I--+ w2, the smoothness must be checked. This is a constant 
coefficient equation (Eq. (19) above) which extends to E = 0 as the solution 
with w2 E (I- Q) W,. Differentiability in E follows by computing a dif- 
ference quotient. If W(E) denotes the solution to 
EWxx + WY-v = g, 3 O<y<l 
wy - w + q?w,, = h2, y=l 
w=o along y = 1 
then W(E + 6) - W(E) E v solves 
EU,, + vyy = -6W(E + q,,, O<y<l 
Vy-V+$,,= -&hV(E+b),,, y=l 
v=o along y = 1 
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so that 8-r(~(s + 6) -W(E)) satisfies the same equation as W(E) with right- 
hand side equal to ( - W(E + 6),,, - /3w(.s +6), I I’ = i ). As 6 + 0, this implies 
that with W(E) = G(E)z, the functional equation 
$ [G(s)z]=G(e)Odiag(-Dz, -b13f)oG(s)z 
holds. The right-hand side is continuous in E, so z -+ w is C’ in E. 
Now bootstrapping implies z --) w is C” in E. Smoothness in 8 is more 
direct, since 0 enters only as a coefficient in certain terms. Finally, it is clear 
that pO(O, E) is C” in E, so combining we find R(8, E) is C” in E. 
LEMMA 6. The solution e(E) constructed above is smooth in E. More 
precisely, E c, e(&) E W,, , 0’ < f is a C co mapping. 
ProoJ: From Lemma 4 and the Nash-Moser Implicit Function 
Theorem, it follows that E H e(s) is Lipschitz continuous. Using the Taylor 
expansion for P, 
0 = Ffe(e(& + 6), E + 6) - F(e(&), E) = &(e(&), &)[e(& + 6) - e(E)] 
+&e(E), E). 6 + o(lle(& +6) - e(&)lI* +~21, 
and multiplying on the left by R(~(E), E), the Lipschitz estimate implies 
lim w + 6) - w 
6 = -w-w, 4 R4w, E); S+O 
thus 8 is C’ in E in any W,#, (T’ < 1. Now a bootstrapping argument shows 
that 8 is in fact C”. 
Final Remarks. The existence of a smooth branch of small amplitude 
solitary waves has been established via the Nash-Moser implicit function 
theorem extending the previous work of Beale [4, 53 and complementing 
the techniques of Amick and Kirchgbsner [ 11. For B < $, the method 
breaks down because the justification of the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction 
leading to the KdV approximation is no longer valid. An analysis by 
separation of variables shows the existence of a component with oscillation 
in x rather than exponential decay. This leads to both a solvability condi- 
tion and a uniqueness question when inverting Fe for E > 0. The preprint of 
Beale [6] provides one approach to this difficulty by allowing ripples at 
infinity. 
Several other questions remain unanswered. These include uniqueness in 
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